Propagation of polarized light in skeletal muscle is significantly affected by anisotropic muscle structures. To completely characterize muscle polarization properties, we acquired the whole Mueller matrix images of the diffuse reflectance. A polar decomposition algorithm was applied to extract the individual diattenuation, retardance, and depolarization images from the measured Mueller matrix. The decomposed polarization properties in muscle show distinctly different patterns from those obtained in isotropic scattering media. Stretching the prerigor muscle sample induced clear changes in the raw polarization reflectance images. However, muscle stretching induced minimal changes in the decomposed Mueller matrix images.
Introduction
Noninvasive optical techniques have been widely used to study biological tissues [1] . In addition to optical absorption and scattering, optical polarization provides a unique contrast mechanism because it is sensitive to particle morphology and other polarization properties [2] [3] [4] . Mueller matrix measurements are often used to completely characterize sample polarization properties [5] [6] [7] . Since the 16-element (4 × 4) Mueller matrix is difficult to interpret directly, decomposition methods are necessary to extract useful information from the full Mueller matrix measurements. Lu and Chipman [8] introduced the polar decomposition algorithm to derive the diattenuation, retardance, and depolarization matrices from a Mueller matrix. Swami et al. [9] explored a simplified decomposition algorithm for use in a subset (3 × 3) of the Mueller matrix measured with only linearly polarized light. Manhas et al. [10] and Ghosh et al. [11] recently extended Lu and Chipman's original method by further decomposing the total retardance into linear retardance and optical rotation.
Several experimental studies have demonstrated the usefulness of such decomposition techniques in tissue characterization. Smith [12] applied polar decomposition to analyze polarization images of human skin with cancerous moles and Lupus lesions. Their results suggested that a malignant mole showed significantly less depolarization than normal tissues and Lupus showed significant retardance. Liu et al. [13] found that the decomposed polarization images revealed more tissue structural information in rat skin and melanoma tissues. Chung et al. [14] found that the decomposed depolarization and retardance images can be potentially useful for identifying precancerous lesions in oral tissue. Studies on cervix tissues [15] also showed significant difference in the diattenuation and depolarization parameters between normal and dysplasia tissues.
Skeletal muscle is an anisotropic tissue with wellorganized muscle fiber bundles. Each muscle fiber consists of many myofibrils, which appear striated due to the periodic sarcomere structure [16] . Sarcomeres are the fundamental functional unit in each muscle fiber. Our recent studies have shown that sarcomeres play important roles in modulating both unpolarized [17] and polarized [18] light propagation in muscle. However, the interpretation of the measured Mueller matrix in muscle is not fully understood. In this paper, we further extended our studies by applying polar decomposition to extract polarization information from the Mueller matrix images obtained in prerigor fresh skeletal muscles. In addition, because sarcomere length is closely related to force generation in skeletal muscles [16] , we studied the effect of sarcomere lengths by comparing polarization images in muscle samples at their original states and when stretched along the muscle fibers. Polystyrene solutions were also studied to show the difference in isotropic media.
Materials and Methods

A. Experimental Method
Bovine sternomandibularis muscles were excised from animals immediately after slaughtering. After removing surface fat tissues, the sample was mounted on a sample holder with both ends fixed to ensure a constant sample length. A cover glass was applied on the sample surface to ensure a flat imaging surface. The muscle sample at its natural state had a width of ∼6 cm and a thickness of ∼12 cm. The original length of the muscle was 11 cm between the two mounted ends. After a sample was imaged in its original length, the muscle was stretched and imaged again. Stretching increases the sarcomere length in prerigor muscles [16] . In this study, a muscle sample was stretched 20% over its original length along the muscle fibers. Our previous study [16] has shown that stretching over 40%-50% may disrupt the sarcomere structures. All measurements were finished within 1 h to avoid rigor-induced muscle optical property changes [16] . Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of our experimental setup. A linearly polarized He-Ne laser was used as the light source. A polarizer (P1) was used to purify the polarization state of the incident light. The required linear or circular polarization state was generated by adjusting a variable waveplate (VW). The incident light was incident upon the sample through a 1:0 mm hole (45°) at the center of a 45°mir-ror (M). The backscattered light was redirected by the mirror (M) and imaged by a CCD camera after passing through a quarter-wave plate (Q) and a linear polarizer (P2). The CCD camera was an 8 bit video camera equipped with a 50 mm, f =2:8 imaging lens (L). The aperture of the camera lens was set to f =8, corresponding to an acceptance angle of 1:2°. The image size was 19:9 mm × 15:9 mm. The entire system was carefully aligned to ensure polarization extinction ratios of < − 40 and < − 31:7 dB for linearly and circularly polarized light, respectively. A reference coordinate system was defined so that the y axis was aligned with the muscle fiber orientation.
The full Mueller matrices were calculated from a total of 16 polarization reflectance images recorded in the sample using the same method described before [18] . In our measurements, three different linearly polarized states were used: H, V, and P, whose polarization directions were aligned with the x axis, the y axis, and at 45°to the x axis, respectively. In addition, the right-handed circularly polarized state R was also used. Thus a total of 16 images were acquired with the combination of the aforementioned four different input states (realized by the VW) and four different output states (realized by the combination of P2 and Q). Each image was averaged over 40 times to reduce noise. The Muller matrix was calculated from these raw images: where each measure is represented by using two letters. The first letter denotes the input polarization state and the second letter denotes the measurement polarization state. For example, the "HV" element represents a reflectance image acquired with incident polarization H and detection polarization V.
All elements are normalized against the first element m 11 .
B. Polar Decomposition
The polar decomposition algorithm is used to extract several polarization parameters from the whole Mueller matrix. Theoretically, there are multiple possible decomposition families [19] . In this study, we applied the original method introduced by Lu and Chipman [8] and used by others [9] [10] [11] for tissue characterizations. The specific procedures applied in this study are described below. The 4 × 4 Mueller matrix is decomposed into the product of three matrices corresponding to a depolarizer (M Δ ), a retarder (M R ), and a diattenuator (M D ):
With the depolarization matrix in front of the diattenuation matrix, such decomposition can produce physically possible Mueller matrices [20] . The corresponding three individual Mueller matrices have the following standard forms:
where the small case arrays m represent 3 × 3 submatrices. Specifically, the diattenuation submatrix m D can be written as
where I is the 3 × 3 unity matrix,D is the diattenuation vector, and the diattenuation value D is the length of the diattenuation vector D ¼ jDj.
By multiplying the three standard matrices in Eq. (3), it is clear that the diattenuation vector can be directly derived from the measured Mueller matrix (normalized by m 11 element):
where m ij is the ith row and jth column element of the Mueller matrix M. The diattenuation can be calculated as
The depolarization submatrix m Δ is a symmetric matrix whose eigenvectors describe its depolarization capabilities along the three orthogonal axes. The vectorP Δ describes the polarizance of the depolarizer. After obtaining M D according to Eq. (4), the product of the depolarizing matrix (M Δ ) and the retardance matrix (M R ) becomes (7) is the same as that of the determinant of m 0 . The total depolarization power Δ can be calculated as
Once the depolarization matrix is obtained, the submatrix m R of the retardance matrix can then be derived as
The Mueller matrix M R for a retarder can be constructed from m R as shown in Eqs. (3) . And the total retardance R is calculated as
According to the method described in [10, 11] , the linear retardance can be further derived by representing the retardance matrix M R as a combination of optical rotation (R C ) and linear retardance (R L ). The linear retardance R L can be obtained from the retardance submatrix m R as [11] R L ¼ cos 
Results and Discussions
Figure 2(a) shows the raw polarization images of a muscle sample in its original length. The images are displayed using a banded pseudocolor map so that the equi-intensity profiles can be viewed easily. The muscle fiber was along the vertical direction (y axis) in the image. The images are labeled using two letters: the first letter indicates the incident polarization and the second letter indicates the detection polarization. The 16 images reveal the unique rhombus-shaped reflectance patterns in skeletal muscles [17, 18] . The VV image has the largest intensity and the HH image shows the most significant rhombuslike shape. The images in Fig. 2 show symmetric patterns along the diagonal direction. For example, the HV image is similar to the VH image and the PH image is similar to the HP image. When the muscle sample was stretched 20% along the muscle fiber direction, the polarization reflectance images overall had similar patterns. However, most polarization images appear elongated along the stretching direction (the vertical direction). As the equi-intensity profiles are symmetric around the incident location, we applied a numerical fitting method to quantitatively describe the equi-intensity shapes using the equation jxj a q þ jyj
The fitting method has been described in detail elsewhere [17] . Two fitting parameters can be derived: the axes ratio (a=b) and the shape parameter q, where a and b are the axis lengths of the equiintensity profile extracted at a certain distance from the incident point. The shape parameter q ¼ 1 indicates a rhombus and q ¼ 2 indicates an ellipse. As shown in Fig. 3 , stretching along the y axis reduces the axes ratio in both the HH and the VV images. The VV image has a much larger change than the HH image. On the other hand, the q parameter is larger in the stretched HH image, indicating the equiintensity shape has smoother corners. Similar trends exist in other images. As a comparison, polarization images of a polystyrene solution (1:09 μm, 0.12% concentration) are also shown [ Fig. 2(c) ]. The scattering coefficient μ s and anisotropy of this solution were 41 cm −1 and 0.93 respectively. The images acquired in the polystyrene solution show different orientations depending on the incident and detection polarizations, while the images acquired in muscles are elongated primarily along the horizontal direction. However, the center parts of the VV image are all elongated in the same way in both samples. 21 images, however, appear similar in both samples. The m 11 components represent the unpolarized reflectance images. Polystyrene solution is an isotropic medium, i.e., the light scattering process is independent of the incident direction. Therefore, the corresponding equi-intensity profiles in m 11 are circular as expected. However, the skeletal muscle samples are strongly anisotropic because of the directional muscle fibers and the periodic sarcomere structures. The m 11 in muscle has a rhombuslike equi-intensity profile, as observed before [17] . Stretching the muscle induces different m 11 profiles. similar to those shown in Fig. 4 , but it does not show a clear effect on other Mueller matrix components. Figure 4 shows the diattenuation images extracted from the Muller matrix images using Eq. (5). Diattenuation indicates the signal intensity difference between two orthogonal polarization states and its value can be from zero to 1. The extracted diattenuation images are quite different in muscle and polystyrene solution. In the isotropic polystyrene solution, the diattenuation image has no clear pattern and the diattenuation values are close to zero at locations far away from incidence. However, the diattenuation images in muscle show a quatrefoil distribution with strong diattenuation along and perpendicular to the muscle fibers. The pattern along the muscle fiber direction has a smaller area than that perpendicular to the fibers.
Quantitatively, Fig. 4(b) shows the diattenuation values extracted 5 mm away from the incident point. The 0°polar angle is aligned with the x axis in the image. In polystyrene solution, the calculated diattenuation is less than 0.1 and does not change much with the polar angles. The reflectance in muscle shows diattenuation values between 0.1 and 0.3. At locations perpendicular to (0°and 180°) or parallel (90°and 270°) with the muscle fibers, the diattenuation is higher than at other locations. In addition, the values are higher at 0°=180°than at 90°=270°. Similar diattenuation patterns were observed in nonstretched and stretched muscles.
The diattenuation images in muscle are mostly determined by the m 12 element because little information exists in the m 13 and m 14 components of the muscle Mueller matrix images. Therefore, the muscle diattenuation comes mostly from linear diattenuation, specifically "horizontal" diattenuation [8] .
As can be seen in the raw reflectance images (Fig. 2) , more V-polarized incident light is backscattered along the x axis; while more H-polarized incident light is backscattered along the y axis. This phenomenon can be qualitatively explained if considering the polarization-dependent sarcomere diffraction as discussed in our recent study [18] . The sarcomeres diffract the majority of V-polarized light to the directions perpendicular to muscle fibers.
The depolarization power Δ describes the pure depolarizing capability of the medium. A depolarization value of 1 indicates that the sample can completely depolarize the incident light. The extracted depolarization image in polystyrene solution (Fig. 5) shows a pattern with rotational symmetry. As the distance increases from the incident point, the depolarization value increases gradually from ∼0:7 to close to 1. The incident polarized light can be depolarized by multiple scattering. As expected, the polarization state is maintained better at locations close to the incident location because the probability of multiple scattering is smaller. For those photons exiting at a large distance from the incident point, they have a high chance to be multiply scattered and thus have a high degree of depolarization.
The muscle sample shows a strong anisotropic depolarization pattern. A large depolarization (>0:9) appears in the majority of the imaging area, which suggests that the muscle acts as an effective depolarizer. The depolarization capability can be attributed to the strong scattering properties from various muscle components, such as connective tissues and intramuscular fat. However, a small region along the x axis (perpendicular to the muscle fibers) shows a smaller depolarization. This phenomenon is consistent with our previous observation [18] that the incident light maintains polarization better along the x axis. Photons backscattered in this region likely experience fewer scattering events and are less depolarized.
The total retardance R is a combination of linear retardance and optical rotation. The retardance results appear to be much noisier than the diattenuation and depolarization components. This is attributed to the increasing computation error in the late stage of the decomposition procedure because the retardance matrix is calculated after the other two components [21] . As shown in Fig. 6 , no significant optical rotation exists in either skeletal muscle or polystyrene solution. Therefore, the measured retardance is primarily linear retardance. The decomposed total retardance in polystyrene solution is approximately π. This phase difference between the two orthogonal polarization directions is attributed to the reflection geometry used in our study. Because of this π phase difference, a 45°linearly polarized (P) In nonstretched muscle, the retardance is close to π only within a small area along the x axis. In other words, within the region perpendicular to muscle fibers, the muscle acts similarly as a backreflecting isotropic medium. Along the y axis, the retardance values are smaller and approach π=2 when close to the incident point. In all other areas, the retardance is between π=2 and π. In stretched muscle, the retardance pattern along the x and the y axes becomes insignificant. Both scattering [11] and birefringence [22] can produce the retardance observed in muscle. However, further studies are necessary to clarify their contributions.
Conclusion
We applied the polar decomposition algorithm to analyze the reflectance polarization Mueller matrix in skeletal muscle samples. The extracted diattenuation (D), retardance (R), and depolarization (Δ) in muscle are very different from those obtained in an isotropic medium. The decomposed polarization images in muscle show strong anisotropic patterns along and/or perpendicular to muscle fibers, but rotationally symmetric patterns in the polystyrene solution. These anisotropic effects are related to the organized sarcomere structures in muscle. We found that stretching muscle along the fibers induced significant changes in the raw polarization-sensitive reflectance images. However, stretching induced minimal changes in the calculated Mueller matrix and the decomposed polarization images.
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